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Abstract- As use of internet and its application are growing exponentially; the e-commerce business i.e. online purchase is proportionately
swelling in the world. The e-commerce websites and similar service providing websites are providing a rich variety of product and service to be
sold. As the quality of service and product/goods has much effect on its sell, the websites nowadays tends to have public opinion on the product
in the form of feedback; we can name it as reviews. These reviews provide much information about the service/product as the customers are
encouraged to write their reviews cum assessments about the product, more precisely saying, customer writes their view about product‟s
specifications or product‟s features. These unrestricted or restricted opinions from public can then be considered by the customers and vendor to
make the required design/engineering/production changes to the product to upsurge its quality. The Feature Mining along with Sentiment
Analysis techniques can be applied to achieve product‟s feature and public opinion on these features. Here in this paper we are interestingly
motivated by the scenario as discussed above. We had a survey on the different methods cum techniques that can be usually used to extract
products/service features and categorizing those feature along with the sentiment classification on the determined features which is part of
Machine learning. The public opinions can be classified as positive, negative and neutral sentimentalities. Research area „Data Mining‟ has
proven its importance with its rich set of Machine Learning Algorithms which in turn can be used as Sentiment or Opinion Classifier. After
evaluating feature-sentiment techniques, we then studied the feature classification/categorizing by using its overall sentiment and influence on
the product/service sell.
Keyword- Data mining, Sentiment Analysis, Feature Mining and Classification, Machine Learning
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1.

Introduction

The rapidly increasing e-commerce has simplified
customers to buy products online. As per records more than
$15 billion online product retail transactions have been done
in the United-States market in 2009 (Forrester Research,
2009). Most of Web sites specifically retail one encourages
customers to write opinions cum reviews to express their
sentiments on various features of the products. This gives
rise to Figure 1: Sample reviews on 3GS iPhone product
large number of customer reviews on the Web. These
reviews have become a significant and vital resource for
both customers and businesses. Customers commonly hunt
for quality statistics from online customer reviews prior to
buying a product, while many companies use online
customer reviews as a key resource in their product
development, marketing, and customer relationship
management [1].
It is a general practice for online merchants (e.g.,
flipkart.com) to ask Each bar in Figure 1 shows the
percent‟s Of analyses that express negative (below x-axis)
and positive (above x-axis) opinions on a feature of a rear
camera. One can easily see that digital rear camera 1 is a
superior camera. Specifically, most customers have Nonpositive opinions about the picture quality, speed, battery
and zoom of digital rear camera 2. However, on the same
three features, customers are generally positive about digital
front camera 1. Regarding size and weight, customers have

analogous opinions on both cameras. The conception
enables the user to clearly see how the cameras compare
with each other along each feature aspect [2].
Our methodology can automatically mine the product
features and their sentiments from the description provided
by the buyers. This mining task is a puzzling problem since
the format of the description is greatly different oscillating
from generic format such as tables to formless or
unstructured free texts. To reliably extract the product
features and the product feature importance over other, we
use Hidden Markov models (HMM) to achieve this task.
One important property of our HMM is that we make use of
two states which are of different types in themselves of
states. The first Type of states is called the content states
which model or cast the content characteristics of the
product feature and the product feature values/important
words with respect to sentiment such as the words or terms
used in the description of reviews. The second kind of states
is called the context states which model the context
characteristics such as the structuring and pictorial layout
used in the explanation [3].
Specially, given a particular product/service, the system first
recognizes probable product related entities or features and
opinion related entities from the reviews, and then extracts
opinion sentences which describe each identified product
entity, and finally concludes opinion directions (positive or
negative) for each documented product entity. Different
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from prior approaches that have typically relied on
techniques of natural language processing (Turney, 2002) or
statistic or numeric information (Hu and Liu, 2004), we
propose a different and new framework which
unsurprisingly integrates linguistic features (e.g., part-ofspeech, phrases‟ internal formation patterns, and
surrounding contextual clues of words/phrases) into
automatic programmed learning supported by lexicalized
Hidden Markov Models. The evaluation results demonstrate
the usefulness and effectiveness of the proposed approach in
web opinion mining and mining from product reviews [4].
2.

Information Sources and Collection

Now a day there are n number of data sources are available
for sentiment analysis. Customer‟s opinion is a major
criterion for increasing the growth of the company and to
improve the quality of the service. The different data
sources are social networking websites, news media, review
sites, blogs, etc [5]
2.1 Social Networking websites
Social Networking sites have become a huge platform to
express the sentiments of the people having potential to
influence large audience. It is a large net where at a time
billions of people can write share their views about the
specific like there is different type of social media sites are
available like www.facebook.com, www.tweeter.com,
www.hi5.com, www.linkdin.com and newer versions like
whatsapp etc. which contains millions of the people
sentiments

with respect to that particular issue that are of current
relevance and importance, like sports, corruption etc.
2.3 Product Reviews
Before buying any product or service it is very important to
know the opinion of the product There are various
ecommerce sites like www.myntra.com, www.cnet.com,
www.snapdeal.com
,www.gsmcamera.com
request
customers to write their opinion about the product they have
purchased[6]. So this site contains the million and trillions
of the customer reviews about the product. Other sites like
www.rediff.com/movies/reviews,
and
www.rottentomatoes.com has reviews for movies and
www.yelp.com,www.burrp.com has restaurant reviews [7].

Figure 1b: Example of the customer review
2.4 Blogs
A web log is called as blog it is a subjective and private
webpage on which individuals can write their likes, dislikes,
opinions, share hyperlinks to various other sites etc. daily.
Tweeter is the popular one micro blogging service provider
in which user can create status messages in a limited word
count which called as tweets followed by N-number of users
can comment on it. The tweeter got flooded during the
elections. Tweets can also be used as the information source
for sentiment classification. Many of the blogs comprise the
issues; product info‟s recopies etc. so blogs used for the data
source of the sentiment study [8].

Fig.1a. LinkedIn User Comments
2.2 News Media
The websites like www. bhaskar.com, www.loksatta.com
and www.lokmat.com, www.esakal.com has news articles
section at bottom that allows users or readers to comment.
This helps in getting and storing the opinions of the people

2.5 Datasets consideration
Most of the effort in the field of sentimentality study uses
datasets of movie reviews for classification. Movie review
datasets
are
obtainable
at
(http://
www.cs.cornell.edu/People/pabo/movie-review-data). Other
datasets which are accessible online is multi-domain
sentiment
(MDS)
dataset.
(http://
www.cs.jhu.edu/mdredze/datasets/sentiment). The MultiDomain Sentiments dataset contains four different types of
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product reviews extracted from flipkart.com including
Apparels, Automobile-spare parts, Electronics and Kitchen
appliances, with 1000 positive and 1000 negative reviews
for each domain.
3.

Feature Mining

3.1 Feature Extraction and Opinion Mining
Opinion feature mining is actually a sub problem of opinion
mining, with the vast and gigantic majority of current work
done in the product review domain. Previous methods can
be roughly classified into two categories- namely,
supervised and unsupervised.
By expressing opinion mining as a joint organizational
tagging problem, supervised learning models together with
hidden Markov models and conditional random fields have
been used to tag features or aspects of commented entities.
Supervised models may be cautiously tuned to perform well
on a given domain, but need far-reaching retraining when
applied to a different domain, unless transfer learning is
adopted. In addition, a decent-sized set of labeled data is
generally needed for model learning on every domain.
Unsupervised NLP learning approaches extract opinion
features by mining generally syntactic patterns (hard coded
or strictly defined many times) of features implied in review
sentences. In particular, the methods attempt to discover
syntactic relationships among feature expressions and
opinion words in sentences by using carefully constructed
syntactic rules or semantic role labeling program. Syntactic
relations identified by the methods help locate features
associated with opinion words, but could also inadvertently
extract large number of invalid features due to the colloquial
nature of online reviews [6].

opinion feature “price” (underline), which is related with the
adjective “expensive” (italic), is the subject of the sentence
which is part of review. It has a dependence relation of SBV
with the adjective predicate. In Fig. 2b, the noun feature
“exterior” is the object of the verb predicate “like,” and thus
has a VOB dependency relation with the predicate. From the
aforesaid dependency relations, i.e., SBV, VOB, and POB,
we present three syntactic rules in Table 1, where “NN”
denotes noun phrases and “CF” denotes candidate features,
respectively. For example, by employing the first rule in
Table 1 to the example, we can extract the present noun
“price” as a candidate feature, as shown in Fig. 2a, which
has an SBV relative with the adjective predicate
“expensive.”
The candidate feature mining process works in the following
steps: 1) Dependency parsing (DP) is first applied to identify
the syntactic arrangement of each sentence in the given
review corpus; 2) the three rules in Table 1 are practically
applied to the recognized dependence structures, and the
corresponding nouns or noun phrases are mined as candidate
features whenever a rule is fired.
The candidate feature extraction method is language
dependent, in [6] it is based on the Mandarin language.

3.2 Method of Candidate Feature Extraction
Naturally, opinion features are generally nouns or noun
phrases, which characteristically appear as the subject or
object of a sentence in given review. In the case of
dependency parsing grammar, the subject opinion feature
has a syntactic relationship of type subject verb (SBV) with
the sentence predicate (usually adjective or verb). The object
opinion feature has a dependency association of verb-object
(VOB) on the predicate. In addition, it also has a
dependency association of preposition-object (POB) on the
prepositional word in the sentence of given review. Some
syntactic relation examples in Mandarin are listed in Figs.
2a and 2b, with their corresponding dependence trees. The
letter “V” in both SBV and VOB in the figure indicates the
predicate of a review sentence.
In particular, as shown in the dependency tree in Fig. 2a, the

But it is not a severe problem, since we can likewise define
such simple extraction rules from rulebook in other different
languages.
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4.

also be applied to this statement level classification to
classify the sentences in polarity. Here also we have to
consider the subjectivity and objectivity of the sentence.
Subjective sentences comprise words related to
particular domain. Single sentence contains single
opinion about single domain. Complex sentence are
also commented in reviews. In such case sentence level
classification is not fruitful. Sentence level
classification is deals with the positive, negative and
neutral sentiments. Sentence level classification is deal
with the subjectivity classification. For Example, “I
brought Nikon Web-Camera last week. Initial ally
everything was good. The pictures were great quality
and perfect, although it was bit bulky.

Techniques of Sentiment Classification

Sentiment Analysis is an addition to data mining which
includes processing statements given in natural language
and mining of information for the purpose of obtaining
writer's sentiments expressed in positive or negative
reviews, by analyzing enormous amount of data [9]. If we
deal with general terms for emotion recognition, bearing in
mind the pitch of the voice, tone of voice, attitude of the
speaker this are the features which are involved in it.
As the rapid growth of the internet and tremendous amount
to data getting generated every minute, text based analysis
of sentiments is need of today‟s world. So sentiment
analysis tags the words into groups of positive, negative and
neutral [10]. Opinion Analysis aims to solve the
complications related to products, services, political posts,
news groups, review sites etc. [11]. There are various
techniques for briefing or summarization of customer
reviews like Data Mining, Text
Classification, Information Retrieval, Text summarization
[12]. In earlier days while buying any product user ask the
reviews to his family and friends to take right decision. In
the same way merchants needed to take decision about their
product/service to improve quality of services, they conduct
surveys to the dedicated groups [13].
General structure for sentiment analysis is shown in figure
which comprises gathering user‟s reviews, preprocessing,
sentiment
analysis,
feature
selection,
sentiment
classification. Sentiment mining can be done at different
level they are: article level, sentence or statement level,
aspect level, Phrase Level. Depending upon which type of
data is to be processed type of sentiment analysis level will
be selected.
1.

2.

Article level sentiment analysis used to predict
whether the article express positive or negative effect
[14]. It decide the polarization of the document, but if
positive phrase is there it does not mean that customer
like everything and likely if negative phrase is there it
does not mean user dislike everything for example if
user comments he like mobile but he dislike the reviews
for a single topic is measured so it cannot be used with
the blogs, news forums. so it is the best suited for the
product feature ranking of particular domain[15]. It can
be used with supervised, unsupervised learning
algorithm. Subjectivity and objectivity is essential in
this type of classification.
Sentence or Statement Level: Sentence or Statement
level classification deals with the polarity of each
sentence. Classification technic for Document level can

Then suddenly one day it stopped working”. The first
sentence contain no opinion as it simply stats a fact. All
other sentences express implicit and explicit opinions.
The last sentence “Then suddenly one day it stopped
working” is objective sentence but presently used
methodologies cannot express opinion for the above
sentences even it carry negative sentiment or
unwelcome sentiment.
3. Feature Level: Document level and sentence level
sentiment analyses is not sufficient what exactly people
likes And dislikes. Aspect level also known as feature
based sentiment analysis. Instead on analyzing language
constructs like sentence, word, and phrase), aspect level
directly look for the features built-in in the opinion
itself. It based on the idea cum concept of those
sentiments of an opinion (positive or negative) and a
target (sentiment).A sentiment without a target domain
being identified is of not much use. Most of
applications, opinion sentiment targets are described by
products/services and their varying features [16] in
given statement. For example “MotoG net speed is best
but its battery life is short” it contains two aspects in
same statement, net speed and battery life of the
product MotoG mobile. The opinion on the MotoG
speed is positive, but on its battery life is negative. So
the net speed and battery life are the required targets in
this case. Based on this cautious analysis, a structured
summary of sentiments about any products/service and
their features can be created.
4.

Analysis at Phrase Level: The phrase level sentiment
analysis deals with the phrases of the given sentence
within a given document. The words appearing nearer
to each other that is the neighboring words are called as
phrases. The phrase level sentiment analysis is more
focused in opinion mining [17] in given statement. The
phrases which have words showing sentiment are
separated and a phrase level classification is done.
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Depending upon the condition it will be advantageous
or disadvantageous. In some problems, the exact
sentiments about a product can be correctly classified.
But in some other problems where contextual polarity is
required or important then the results will not be
accurate. Negative words occur locally. In such
examples, these levels of sentiment analysis are
adequate [18]. The other way around sentences having
negative words which differ from the sentiment words,
phrase level analysis is not much efficient. Long range
dependencies cannot be used here [19].
5.

Sentiment Analysis Applications

In Sentiment Mining there are certain areas which have
scope in today‟s world [32]. The feature extraction or
mining has its own scope in Opinion Mining whereas for
Sentiments of corresponding feature may take its place in ECommerce.

Machine Learning Technique which can be used as
Sentiment Classifiers. These Classifiers proved a way to
study free opinion about a specific product; either it has
negative or positive sentiments. The study has drawn
our consideration towards the applications of FeatureSentiment Classification which have a great impact on
Online Product Selling Websites.
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